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Performance rights must be secured before production. For contact information,
please see the Jacked Off information page (click on your browser’s Back button, or
visit http://proplay.ws/jackedoff.html)

Jacked Off
by John Chambers

JACKED OFF

JACK PACES ROUND THE DESK, BUILDING UP TO DOING SOME WORK.
THERE’S A BLANK PAD OF PAPER & A LAPTOP WITH THE SCREEN ON
STANDBY. HE FINALLY RESOLVES TO SIT, DOES SO, THEN STANDS
IMMEDIATELY.

JACK: Shine a light. How hard can it be? Fuck a duck. I’ve done enough over the
years.

HE LOOKS OUT OF THE WINDOW.

JACK: The grass needs cutting...
It can wait, you dick – write.

LOOKS OUT AGAIN.

JACK: The bushes need a haircut too. Trees more than shrubs now...

ABI: (OFF) How’s it going?

JACK: (SITS QUICKLY) Great...

ABI: (ENTERING) That’s good...

SEES BLANK PAGES & CLOCKS THE SWITCHED OFF THE LAPTOP.

ABI: You’ve not written anything.

JACK: I’m not likely to am I – with all the interruptions.

ABI: I wondered if you wanted a coffee.

JACK: I could finish that plonk we had left.

ABI: It’s not even lunchtime – it’s not even 11.

JACK: (DEFENSIVE) Most writing is about research... thinking time.
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ABI: You need to get something on the page.

JACK: On the page!  I’ve got a fucking site more “on the page” – thousands of them -
than you ever read when you were acting.

ABI: I’m still an actress.

BEAT.

JACK: Yeah... sorry.

BEAT.

ABI: And you’re still a writer.

JACK: Thanks.

ABI: Allegedly.

JACK: Ha di fucking ha. That was worthy of that last so-called comedy you did.

ABI: You’ve got a good memory.

JACK: Yeah... sorry about what I said, implying you weren’t doing much actual acting of
late. “Resting”.

ABI: Don’t be facetious.

JACK: I wasn’t.

ABI: But, as you never cease to point out, a writer can never be unemployed.
Resting.

JACK: It’s true. Even if one isn’t working on a commission, or meeting some deadline
for tele – one is working on the next piece.

ABI: Why are you saying “one”?

JACK: What’s up with that?

ABI: You never say “one”. Only  wanky writers on Radio 4, who most people have
never heard of, describe themselves as “one”. A bit like boxers who speak about
themselves in the third person.

JACK: Is this going anywhere?
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ABI: If technically then you aren’t “resting” – even though you give a good impression
of it most afternoons when you have your nap.

JACK: Since when has writing been a 9 to 5 job? Jesus, that’s why I became a writer in
the first place. But – I have to say, in certain TV circles, there are moves in that
direction. Rows of clones, working to a formulaic blue-print, churning out script
after script – you seen the number of writers credited on a single episode of an
American cartoon? A fucking cartoon for Christ’s sake.

ABI: I don’t watch them - you seem to enjoy them though.

JACK: I watch to check the credits, that’s all... and they run them so fast I can’t catch
them – and if that’s not bad enough they squash them up and tell you what’s in
the next episode. It’s one of the reasons I jacked in writing for tele.

ABI: Because people didn’t have time to read your name?

JACK: It’s not about ego.

ABI: No...

JACK: It’s not. But having your name on TV does have its advantages.

ABI: Like?

JACK: People.

ABI: What people?

JACK: People. Neighbours.

ABI: You don’t like most of the neighbours.

JACK: Bollocks. (BEAT) I don’t know them – most of them. It’s all buy-to-let round here
now – yuppies move in and then move on – two years tops. Not like when we
moved in.

ABI: 15 years ago.

JACK: Is it? It seems longer.

ABI: I know.

JACK: But then it was a neighbourhood – a community.

ABI: They didn’t take to you.
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JACK: In time they did. Course they did.

ABI: When your name was on the credits.

JACK: That’s my point.

ABI: Before that they wondered how we’d bought a three story Victorian semi.

JACK: That is my point. Now if I walk down the road – yes, I walk – (POINTED) I don’t
pay over the odds to work out at a minor ex-celebrity’s fitness gym – which I
drive to. I use Shank’s pony.

ABI: As an actress I have to keep in shape. Anyway, it’s tax deductable.

JACK: You haven’t paid any tax since...

ABI: Alright, alright. (BEAT) Neither have you.

JACK: Because I turned my back on the commercial. On money. Selling my soul.

ABI: So what’s your point about TV credits? If there is a point.

JACK: The credits – once the locals knew who I was – and still do – even the transient
yuppies do. They even invited me...

ABI: Us.

JACK: ...round for nibbles.

ABI: And you turned them down.

JACK: But at least they think, “Ah, he’s not just a raggedy-arsed artistic looking type –
claiming benefits – a chiseller – or even worse getting Arts Council grants. He’s
a someone. And knowing a “someone” makes THEM less of a lesser person.
They’ll talk about it at dinner parties.

ABI: (SHRUGS) People were impressed when I did that advert...

JACK:  ...for tampons.

ABI: You’d prefer I – we – womankind didn’t use them?

JACK: Can we talk about something else?

ABI: I wish we could.

SILENCE.
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ABI: So how is the play going?

JACK: Oh for fuck’s sake.

ABI: I’m showing an interest. It’s important – “A – no - THE new play by Jack Shone”.

JACK: You’re taking the piss.

ABI: Course I’m not... I know it’s only a one act play but..

JACK: Like I said – you are extracting the urine.

ABI: I am not. I mean – to get a commission to write a play - to have it premiered – by
a renowned – not only nationally but internationally renowned theatre...

JACK: It’s the studio theatre of aforementioned renowned theatre. A tour of arts
centres.

ABI: That doesn’t matter.

JACK: It’s where fucking tossers...

ABI: Which tossers?

JACK: Fucking actors who used to be on the South Wank show or similar – bawl out
Shakespeare like Baron Hardup – to the petit bourgeoisie who over-laugh at
crap jokes. Granted – he could turn a nice phrase.

ABI: Who?

JACK: Shakespeare.

ABI: He’d be flattered to hear that – coming from someone like you.

JACK: It’s true... I enjoy – yes, really enjoy, admire reading – reading mind you – a
page or two of Shakespeare.

ABI: Bloody hell – you were an Arts Council Dramatist for a year.

JACK: Two.

ABI: Is that the most positive thing you can say?

JACK: Well, as an “Arts Council Dramatist” I could hardly go round talking to students
or “Friends of” various provincial theatres – both professional and amateur -
proclaiming I found myself bored fucking rigid – worse. No matter how loud
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Caliban or fucker whose name we dare not mention bellowed. Or the witches
wailed. As the fuckers sat around us guffawed, proclaiming they’d got the joke –
shitty as the so-called alleged quip was. At least I endured it.

ABI: You’d have preferred to have fallen asleep infront of the TV? In fact you fell
asleep in the theatre. And dribbled...

JACK: I didn’t.

ABI: And groaned...

JACK: Fuck off.

ABI: And farted – loudly.

JACK: You were supposed to give me a dig.

ABI: I did. You swore - loudly.

JACK: Sorry.

ABI: Is that why you took me?

JACK: I’ve said I’m sorry. But the point is we turned out, ventured into the cold night,
risked it along the potentially mugger-thronged streets, at great expense.

ABI: You get free tickets.

JACK: I must be on some list. But the cost of venturing out is not compensated by a
couple of comps and glass of piss wine for a preview. Anyway – you’re always
keen to go.

ABI: I love theatre.

JACK: You hope to meet someone in the bar. Either someone half famous or a director
– who auditioned you or fancied you in the dim and distant... (MIMICS LUVVY
KISSING) Moi – moi.

ABI: This would be very convincing if it wasn’t for the fact you went to the opening
night of a major national tour – a much hyped collaboration between not only the
leading national theatre AND a West End producer who caters for the top end
market AND a leading Regional Theatre.

JACK: They’d put on one of my early plays. I couldn’t not go to that opening night.

ABI: You were flattered to be asked. Chuffed it was the Press Night not just a
preview. And don’t say it was just because you got free drinks.
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JACK: Anyway you nearly creamed yourself at the prospect of attending.

ABI: And we went.

JACK: I know. I was there.

ABI: And you stayed awake. And some people in the bar even recognised you... with
a bit of prompting.

JACK: I needed more prompting. Jesus - how many of those actors, directors and
various others have I worked with? I mean, what’s the cast size of some of those
serial dramas I worked on?

ABI: Soaps.

JACK: Don’t say Soaps like it’s some sort of venereal disease.

ABI: I didn’t. You’d had enough of it and (MIMICS) “milked the cash cow”.

JACK: We wouldn’t have this place is it wasn’t for me prostituting myself.

ABI: You revelled in it for a time – even if it was just because people knew you were
not just a welfare-ite.

JACK: “Welfare-ite”.

ABI: You invented the word – in one of your early plays – when they actually said
something.

JACK: Your point being... And before you answer that, don’t say you wouldn’t have sold
your soul to be a regular on that daytime soap you had a bit in...

ABI: Three scenes actually.

JACK: ...when your character had fanny rot.

ABI: It was an STD.

JACK: Now you’re a doctor!

ABI: Well it wasn’t described as fanny rot.

JACK: No – it was before the watershed – long before. They didn’t even mention what
infection it was.

ABI: Nick – the director...
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JACK: They’re all called fucking Nick – or, if of the female persuasion, fucking Nicki,
Nichola, even I dare say fucking NIckella if they’re female.

ABI: Why are you so bitter?

JACK: What are you on about?

ABI: Der.

JACK: Don’t say fucking “Der”. Say anything else. Say I’m a neon lit up cunt or gonad
or array of piles in a right wing Tory’s fetid arse – but don’t say “Der”. Like a 13
year old from Swindon who’s escaped from a care home. You’ll be making every
sentence sound like a question next.

ABI: AQI.

JACK: Australian Question Intonation. Yes, I know, we all saw it on QI.

BEAT.

ABI: (PATIENT) You weren’t bitter when we were in the bar at the Press Night.

JACK: It wasn’t just “the bar”. I was invited – with guest – aka you – to a champagne –
well, Cava – reception in the sponsor’s lounge. One glass of sparkling fizz and
shit on a mini cream cracker.

ABI: You had more than one. A lot more.

JACK: I only had one of the crackers though.

ABI: And while you spilt the wine down your shirt and sprayed bits of biscuit and bile
about why did we bother coming...

JACK: While you scanned the room to see if there were any casting directors or Z-
listers to big eye.

ABI: ...and you continued fulminating...

JACK: Fucking fulminating!

ABI: ...and sent me to get you a – no – two – more glasses of plonk.

JACK: The girl behind the table – I mean, it wasn’t even a bar – a pasting table covered
in unused wallpaper – with glasses – plastic “glasses” - bottles of piss in an ice
box – a plate of crackers – the most attractive thing about it was the sponser’s
fliers -“Get up and go – timeshare in Montenegro”. See, I wasn’t that pissed.
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Anyway, the pretty girl, the girl behind the table, on minimum wage – even she
clocked I’d had more than my fair share of booze. I told her I only kept coming
back to see her.

ABI: You must have been proud of yourself.

JACK: That’s what she said. I could have complained. It could have cost her her career
– two more hours of serving tossers and liggers...

ABI: So next time I went to the bar - drinks table. It was the nearest I’d get to
circulating and the farthest from your bile and biscuit-spraying. I shared a laugh
with the girl – she told me about a disgusting old man who reminded her of an
uncle when she was about nine and still lived in Montenegro. He got too familiar.
He was found floating in the Adriatic – his testicles cut off and eyes sockets
kicked in.

JACK: Very droll – how long did it take you to work that out?

ABI: (CONTS) So as I turned, trying to balance the drinks – with a brochure about
time-share in Montenegro – I got three drinks for you...

JACK: Much appreciated.

ABI: A voice said “Don’t I know you?”

JACK: What – a voice in your head?

ABI: No – that would have said “What are you doing propping up his drink habit?”

JACK: (LAME LAUGHTER) A-hah, a-hah, a-hah...

ABI: (CONTS) It was Nick.

JACK: Oh right – he knew you were with me.

ABI: Actually he recognised me professionally.

JACK LAUGHS.

ABI: I’ve auditioned for him three times.

JACK: Oh that’s right – just after you and me got together. A long time ago.

ABI: Yes...

JACK: I got him to see you – or told you to mention my name if you wrote.
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ABI: Actors have interviews all the time.

JACK: But sometimes they get further and further apart.

ABI: As me and Nick – Nick and I – bought the drinks over he saw you.

JACK: I know. (MIMICS) “How you doing MATE?”
“Great.”
“Yeah, me too.”
“You better believe it.”
“All those years ago.”
“Must be 10.”
“14.”
“That long.”
(NICK) “You and me in that decrepit studio theatre.”
“Where was it?”
“I can’t remember.”
“But that reviewer from the Guardian saw it.”
“Sensitive direction.”
“Hard-edged writing.”
(AS NICK) We never looked back.”
(AS HIMSELF) No, you turd – you went to the RSC.
(AS NICK) “Yah- and you’ve done tele a spy tells me.”
(AS HIMSELF) Cunt. And a fucking sight more people will have seen my work
than have seen yours.

ABI: You didn’t say that to him?

JACK: I was being polite.

ABI: You were spooning him.

JACK: What?

ABI: Metaphorically. Your tongue was right up his crack.

JACK: I’ve been to many places in my life – some quite gruelling...

ABI: I’ve been with you to some of them. Yes – they were quite gruelling – a lot really.

JACK: ...but I’ve never been up a bloke’s arse – associate artistic director, Larry
nominee or whatever – never.

ABI: You tried that time with me.

JACK: I was pissed.
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ABI: That’s a novelty.

JACK: You’re resentful that Nick Spooner...

ABI: Unfortunate name.

JACK:   (PRESSES ON) He sought me out at that opening night.

ABI: He didn’t seek you out – I brought him over. In fact his face dropped when he
realised I was with you.

JACK: Bollocks.

ABI: I was there.

JACK: He greeted me like a long lost mate.

ABI: He called you “mate”. But they all do – especially if they can’t remember your
name.

JACK: Not remember my name! He got his big break through me – him, wet behind the
ears, straight out if Uni. Directing my play was his first professional gig. 15 years
on he’s never looked back – a couple of decent reviews and off he went. Even
had a musical transfer to Broadway.

ABI: We all know what he’s been doing – the whole world knows.

JACK: Meaning?

ABI: He had to ask what you’d been upto. Still I don’t suppose he watches Soaps.

JACK: Like I give a shit – even the crappy ones get audiences in a night that he’d be
lucky to get his “glittering” career.

ABI: Oo – meow...

JACK:  And at least that night he offered me a job – which is more than some people
got.

ABI: (AS NICK) “Hey mate – I don’t know how busy you are, but I’m looking for
someone to write something.” You suddenly sobered up. (AS NICK) “I’ve
squeezed some extra cash from our sponsors. They want to put on a new play –
start in the provinces, do a tour, then all being well bring it into town.”
You were speechless – a real first. (BEAT) Unless it’s just you and me... (AS
JACK) “Sounds great, mate,” says you.

JACK: You were as pleased as me – a bit of reflected glory for you.
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ABI: I was pleased. Pleased for you actually.

JACK: Yeah... thanks.

ABI: A bit less pleased when he said it was a one-act play – small cast hardly any
set. For studio theatres, art centres and colleges.

JACK: Ok - it wasn’t going to be a number one tour, then going into the West End....

ABI: ...or then transferring to Broadway.

JACK: You know I hate all that commercial shit – it’s why I packed in tele.

ABI: That and the fact you assaulted a story editor.

JACK: Script editor.

ABI: Big difference?

JACK: And I didn’t assault her.

ABI: A woman to boot.

JACK: I simply chucked the script across the room. Told her to rewrite it her fucking self
if she could do better.

ABI: It knocked her glasses off.

JACK: That was an accident – it was a hot afternoon – the window was open – it
created a thermal – so instead of the script hitting the deck, it took off like a
handglider and hit her right on the snotter.

THEY BOTH LAUGH.

ABI: But this is your chance now. To write something that matters – matters to you.
What you’ve been striving for since you turned your back on the filthy lucre of
TV, the ever increasing demands in theatre to get b...

JACK: Don’t say “Bums on seats”. Fucking clichés.

ABI: Now you can get back to doing what you started before I ever knew you. You
can write about things that matter. Having a voice.

JACK: I’ve got a voice.

ABI: Yes – I – we – know you’ve got a voice alright.
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JACK: Is that a jibe?

ABI: It’s me saying - be you. Let everyone hear that voice. Let me hear it – on the
page.

JACK: You still want to?

ABI: Yes. And even if it’s not a massive production, it will have cred. It will be
reviewed. Even those wankers that are Weekend Supplement Reviewers will
have to turn out. They’ll feel duty bound. They’ll be duty bound to come to see it
in the regions. They’ll be duty bound to acknowledge you are the re-found
provincial genius writer re-discovered by Nick Spooner.

JACK: He didn’t re-discover me – I was always here. I was here before him.

ABI: The literati press will re-establish you in the minds of the Sunday morning
croissant-eating petit bourgeoisie. They might have been vaguely aware of you
but now they’ll feel they have to claim you were a potentially forgotten genius.

JACK: Don’t get carried away.

ABI: They will lie over supplemental rustic supper parties – that they could never
understand why no-one else got you like they had.

JACK: So what are you saying – not that I don’t disagree with a single word of it.

ABI: Write this fucking short play!

JACK: Just like that.

ABI:  By Friday...

JACK: Friday...

ABI: Tomorrow. Then e mail it to Nick over the weekend – it’s his only reading time.

JACK: I know. I heard what he said. Friday though.

ABI: He asked you four months ago.

JACK: But Friday... tomorrow.

ABI: It should have been last Friday. I made excuses. It has to be in for tomorrow.
He’s got a window – he can read it on the plane to a festival in Berlin he’s got to
attend.
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JACK: What a pretentious tosser.

ABI: Just fucking write it – it’s a short play.

JACK: If you keep going on with yourself I’ll be here this time next week and no further
forward.

ABI: (LEAVING) Just do it.

JACK: Just go.

SHE DOES.
HE SITS, DETERMINED, AT HIS DESK. ABOUT TO WRITE – BUT NOTHING.

JACK: Oh fuck it...

HE STANDS, FRUSTRATED.

JACK: (CALLS TO ABI) I’ve lost my fucking thread now, down to you.

ABI: (OFF) Write it.

JACK: Have the papers come?

ABI: Yes, and you aren’t reading them.

JACK: You what?

ABI APPEARS AGAIN AT THE DOOR.

ABI: You aren’t reading them.

JACK: Who pays for the fuckers? I walk to the papershop every Saturday morning to
pay the bills.

ABI: On your way to Wetherspoons for your all day breakfast.

JACK: Fascist.Isn’t a man entitled to a leisurely Saturday morning?

ABI: And half the afternoon if they’ve got football on.

JACK: Jesus – you’re outlawing football now. What next – you’ll be counting the
calories and cholesterol in my all day breakfast.

ABI: It’s too late to worry about that – you’ve obviously clogged up your brain.
A leisurely Saturday morning – you have a leisurely all day every day.
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JACK: If you understood anything about me – about being a professional writer you
would know there is nothing leisurely about any waking minute of my life.

ABI: Not even when you have your afternoon nap?

JACK: It’s constant agony...

ABI: Oh for heaven’s sake.

JACK: ...trying to dredge up something from inside, then making it make sense –
putting your name – ego if you like – on it – for the world – those who can be
half-arsed to show any interest – or critics whose only function is to show how
clever they are but too dishonest to reveal they couldn’t actually do it.

ABI: You aren’t doing it. You haven’t done it for ages.

JACK: And I’m trying.

ABI: Very... You’re trying to do anything but now you want to read the papers.

JACK: I want to read the papers – I need to – to get ideas, I always have.

ABI: Oh yeah right.

JACK: Alright Eva Braun – what play of mine did you first see? After which – you – a
gorgeous if pushy newly qualified actress – came gushing up to me in the bar –
well, gushing – from both ends.

ABI: (SHRUGS, NOT TAKING THE BAIT)

JACK: Which play was it?

ABI: The one set on the waste tip.

JACK: Correct. About?

ABI: A bunch of disparate individuals.

JACK: Who had been discarded by society. So they scavenged for anything of value
amongst the discarded consumer shite. Feeling shite about themselves. But
maybe also searching for self-respect.

ABI: I liked the play.

JACK: Not only you. The press. The liberal punters. It found a truth. “A work of art” I
think the Guardian proclaimed.
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ABI: So what’s that got to do with you sitting on your backside reading newspapers or
ranting at 24 hour news.

JACK: I got the idea for that play from a newspaper – a beautifully photographed tip in
a Sunday supplement – mountains of waste – sad fuckers scrabbling round in it
– and seagulls by the hundred – all shot in award winning grey – interspersed in
the intervening pages with advertising industry awards for pics of unreal but
“beautiful” in quotes freaks of nature because they aren’t natural – airbrushed
and photo shopped freaks. All devoured by liberal supplementalist
environmentalists before they drive 25 miles to devour snail porridge to be seen
– obscene.

ABI: Yes well that’s all very clever.

JACK: “Waste-liners -  A work of art fashioned from rubbish,” said the Guardian.

ABI: And you’re the one who doesn’t read reviews.

JACK: At least I’ve done stuff worth being reviewed.

ABI: At least your memory still works.

JACK: I’m making a point – I need the papers to do research.

ABI: And play Sudoku. (BEAT) Waste-liners was brilliant. And it wasn’t the only one
you wrote.

JACK: Thank you.

ABI: I like the one set on a winters night where a pissed up soap writer meets the
ghost of Albert Camus.

JACK: “Huddersfield Station.” Brilliant. And I – he – the Soap writer ends up shagging
the barmaid.

ABI: No – Albert did, as I recollect.

JACK: Yeah well, he’s French. Good play though.

ABI: So why are you frightened of writing this one?

JACK: Frightened?

ABI: Shit-scared.

JACK: Am I fuck.
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ABI: How hard can it be?

JACK: You aren’t a writer.

ABI: Are you?

JACK: Are you an actress?

ABI: (CONTS) You wrote meaningful stuff. Then you understandably wrote serial tele
drama – which was fine because we had to eat.

JACK: And live in an unpretentious but coveted-by-Sunday-supplement-reading-petit-
bourgoise-Edwardian semi in a nice part of town.

ABI: I’m not knocking it.

JACK: There’s a first.

ABI: (CONTS) So now you’ve got a great opportunity, an invitation to write whatever
you want, from a leading theatre director. Something to tell the people in the
local shops and the pub.

JACK: You’re taking the p...

ABI: No – I mean it. Christ, what would I do to be offered an acting role in something
like that.

JACK: To write a decent play it needs to say something. That’s why I wanted the
newspapers. To see what’s happening – like I did when I wrote Waste-liners.

ABI: You know what’s happening. How much 24 hour news do you watch! And you’re
never short of something to say about it. You go on... and on... and on. Well, you
do, don’t you.

JACK: Maybe now you’d just let me get on with my writing.

ABI: Great. (GOING OUT) Write 30 pages and we’ll have a take-away. My treat.

HE ACCEDES WITH ILL-GRACE.
SHE LEAVES.

JACK: (AFTER HER) Bring me a couple of menus up – they’re on the microwave.

ABI: (OFF) 30 pages – then you can come and get them. Peruse them while you’re
chuntering at the news or watching Bargain Hunt.

JACK: (MUTTERS) Smart arse...
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(MUSES) Bargain Hunt... Ideas... ideas... Antique shows... Those low-end
ones... presented by low-end presenters. A pension for former newsreaders and
er... presenters – or wannabee presenters with teeth, tans and highlights... And
punters who want their fifteen minutes or 15 grand for a 15 quid bowl a dead
relative left... There’s an idea, a germ, a seed. What’s it saying? It can’t just take
the piss. “The price of everything... the value of nothing.” Ching! (PLEASED
WITH HIMSELF) Or more correctly – “kerching!”
By jove he’s got it. Or I have – not least a nifty title.

HE WRITES OR TYPES IT THEN

JACK: “A one act play” – no - “a play in one act by Jack Shone”.

SITS BACK, TRULY SATISFIED.

JACK: Yes...
(CALLS ABI) I’ve cracked it.
(NO REPLY, LOUDER) I’ve cracked it.

ABI EVENTUALLY ENTERS.

ABI: Did you call?

JACK: I’ve cracked it.

ABI: Broken something?

JACK: Yes, if you like. Broken the deadlock. In my head. “Broken the headlock” you
might say.

ABI: You might.

JACK: The juices are flowing.

INDICATES THE TITLE PAGE HE’S WRITTEN.

ABI: (READS) “Kerching”.

JACK: A title or what.

ABI: (READS ON) “A play in one act...”

JACK: What’s up?

ABI: It’s a bit pretentious that.

JACK: What?
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ABI: Why not call it “a one act play”.

JACK: Who’s the writer here?

ABI: So what’s it about?

JACK: (GRANDLY) “The price of everything – the value of nothing.”

ABI: That’s an interesting notion.

JACK: It’s not a notion – it’s a fact. “The price of everything – the value of nothing.”

ABI: So what happens?

JACK: Jesus, I’ve only just come up with it.

ABI: A catchy title...

JACK: Hoo-fucking-rah – she approves.

ABI: (CONTS) A fairly catchy title – but a one line slogan for some unpaid intern  to
slot into a listings column does not constitute a play. What will happen?

HE SIGHS.

ABI: Broad brush strokes.

JACK: I knew it was a mistake you going on that part-time improvisation course. It’s like
part-time writing.

ABI: You’re less that a part-time writer.

JACK: You’ve written fuck all – and acted less.

ABI: So have you this year – not much better last - and the one before.

JACK: And now I’ve got an interesting idea – and what do you do – piss on my chips.

ABI: I’m trying to be helpful.

JACK: Thank Christ you aren’t trying to fuck me over.

ABI: You called me. You said you’d got a great idea. You told me the first bit. But
what’s the story? Where does it happen? Who are the people in it? What do
they want? What’s the dramatic thrust?
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JACK: (MIMCS) “What’s the dramatic thrust?” You sound like the tossers they wheeled
in to a long term story conference when I was doing the soap.

ABI: So you have the plot? And the characters?

JACK: Where’s the dog’s lead?

ABI: What?

JACK: I’m going to take Alan for a walk.

ABI: Why?

JACK: He’s a dog – he likes going for walks.

ABI: I’ve taken him.

JACK: So dogs walks are rationed?

ABI: You’ve written three lines – a title – the pretentious “a play in one act” – and your
name. Ok, yes you’ve got the “germ” of an idea.

JACK: That’s how ideas begin. Jesus. Hollywood movies – all two hours of them, start
with a premise – a ten minute or less spiel - a concept.

ABI: You say most of them are shite.

JACK: If you spend 5 – 10 – 50 – 200 million dollars on them – you’d expect something
watchable.

ABI: You watch them.

JACK: Only on Freeview – matter of principle.

ABI: You still have some then. Still I should be grateful we haven’t got sports on
satellite - you’d never move away from the tele.

JACK: Well, we don’t have it on principle – and now, if you don’t mind I’ll get back to
work.

ABI: By taking the dog.

JACK: I need thinking time.

ABI: Ok. (SHE MOVES TO LEAVE) But a play isn’t...
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JACK: (CUTS IN) Don’t tell me what a play is or isn’t. I’ve been there and done it. I got
noticed. I said important things.

ABI: Oh I know that. It’s what I loved about you when we met...

JACK: Loved?

ABI: (CONTS) ...the intensity – the ideas – not – as you said, still often say, say ad
infinitum – wanky posing just for the sake of shocking – but shocking because
they were... I don’t know, radical.

JACK: Of course they were.

ABI: Sitting raging at the tele isn’t radical. Everyone knows most of it’s shite  – and for
lazy journalists it’s grist to their mill.

JACK: That’s what I say.

ABI: Ad infinitum.

JACK: At least it’s sunk in then.

ABI: But it’s too easy. I mean, anyone with a brain can see that.

JACK: They don’t though.

ABI: But you ranting at the TV or me isn’t changing it, is it...
(BEAT) Is it, Jack?

ABI: You’re a dramatist...

JACK: Oh you’ve finally seen the wood for the fucking trees.

ABI: I don’t think you would have described yourself as a “dramatist” when we met.
“Too wanky and Arts Council”.

JACK: It’s what I was called when they gave me a few grand. “Arts Council Dramatist in
Residence”.

ABI: When we met up.

JACK: I wasn’t impressed – though you were.

ABI: Now I’m not but you probably now are – you drop it into conversatiomn often
enough.

JACK: Fuck off.
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ABI: That was when we first fucked – when you had the Residency at the theatre.

JACK: And you were just out of acting school...

ABI: I wasn’t stupid...

JACK: I know – you wanted to learn.

ABI: And you were older and seemed wise – and brave and bold about what you had
or wanted to put on stage.

JACK: You were... gorgeous.

ABI: There were plenty more “gorgeous” – terrific actors around. Many or more would
have given their equity card to have a close liaison with you.

JACK: You’re the only one who did – I did.

BEAT, AS THEY RECALL BETTER TIMES.

ABI: (DELIBERATE) So does your new play – your new piece – “Kerching” - have a
story?

JACK: I’m working on it – trying to.

ABI: And I’m trying to help. I mean – even a one-act – “a play in one act”.

JACK: Don’t extract the urine.

ABI: It can’t just be a rant about – lifestyle tele I mean – it isn’t a story – where’s the
conflict? It’s the stuff of sketch shows and stand up comics – most of whom will
gladly appear on celebrity versions.

JACK: A very astute observation. Well done you.

ABI: Now who’s extracting it... And another thing.

JACK: What?

ABI: Nick said it would have to be 4 – “or better still less” – actors.

JACK: That’s how I started. No probs.

ABI: Are you sure? I mean if it’s about those reality quiz shows they must have 6 or
so if you include contestants, “experts” – plus a presenter.
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JACK THROWN BUT TRIES NOT TO SHOW IT.

ABI: And there’s the settings.

JACK: I do know about writing for the stage. I do know it’s not about French windows or
a cut out hardboard tree.

ABI: Nick said it would need to be minimal – not just for costs but for touring – unless
it transferred into Town – then it could have all the bells and whistles it needs to
engage the coach party trade.

JACK: Yes well I’m not interested in that. I stopped whoring myself a long time ago. All
that matters are the words – the word. A black stage – two chairs and one table
will surfice.

(THIS IS OF COURSE WHAT THE SET IS.)

ABI: So you know where you’re going with it now.

HE HESITATES THEN STANDS UP.

ABI: So you know where you’re going.

JACK: Yes.

HE MOVES TO LEAVE.

ABI: Where are you going!

JACK: For a shit.

ABI: I meant with the play.

JACK: I need a crap. To defecate.

ABI: You’ve had one this morning.

JACK: So even that’s rationed now – my one small pleasure.

ABI: Hardly small. You didn’t flush.

JACK: I was preoccupied. Thinking. Working it out.

ABI: You certainly did that.

JACK: Moves a bit further to leave.
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ABI: And that was just the first time you went.

JACK HESITATES THEN EXITS ANYWAY. ABI DESPAIRS.

SC 2

SOME HOURS LATER.
JACK SITS, SCRIBBLING NOTES QUITE INTENTLY. AFTER A WHILE

HE STOPS, STRETCHES, GLANCES AT HIS PAD & STANDS SATISFIED.
ABI ENTERS WITH A COFFEE FOR HIM – IT’S A STARBUCKS TYPE TAKE-
OUT.

JACK: Christ – have you been waiting outside the door listening for my pen to stop
scratching?

ABI: I thought you might like a coffee...

JACK: Ta...

HE TAKES IT BUT PUTS IT ON THE TABLE.

ABI: (POSITIVE) So – how’s “Kerching” going?

JACK: Kerplunk.

SHE LOOKS.

JACK: When I was emptying my bowels for the third time of the day I realised it wasn’t
going to work – no plot, too many characters and an over-elaborate set.

ABI: (WRY) I hadn’t thought of that.

JACK: (IGNORES THAT) So – I’ve been brainstorming – with myself.

ABI: That’s something.

JACK: (INDICATES PAD HE’S BEEN WRITING ON) Some blue sky thinking. Fuck me,
I sound like a TV executive.

ABI: (RE PAD) Can I look?

JACK: I suppose... It’s only headlines... bullet points.

ABI: You’ve only got a day to finish it. I mean, Nick already gave you an extra couple
of weeks on the deadline.
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JACK: Fuck him.

ABI: Can I read them? Your ideas.

JACK: No... Yes... Only if I can have some wine.

ABI: I brought you the coffee.

JACK: From a fucking multinational franchise in a cardboard cup – cool! Fuck me with a
bent crisp.

ABI PICKS UP HIS JOTTINGS. HE HESITATES, THINKS HE’S OFF THE
HOOK & GOES OUT TO GET SOME PLONK.

ABI: (READS) “Cut their knackers off”. (CALLS TO HIM) That’s a catchy title – “Cut
their knackers off”.
(MUSING) Still – you were always good at titles.
(READS) “Mutilated girls – battered women – glass ceiling – disfigured children
– smashed up cities – multitudes of homeless refugees – innocents’ history
stolen – children near at home vanished...

HE RETURNS WITH BOTTLE OF WINE & GLASS.

JACK: I’m having a drink.

ABI: I can see.

JACK: So fuck it.

ABI: (RE WHAT’S SHE’S READ) It’s not a comedy then. This – your blue sky
thinking.

JACK: It could be the most important play that’s ever been written.

ABI: If it’s written.

JACK: It will be – and before you ask (MIMICS) “What’s the story?”

ABI: It’s got a story then.

JACK: Oh yes. Oh yes. Big style. It’s the story of mankind. Half of mankind.
Womankind.

ABI: Gosh.
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JACK: Don’t be sarci.

ABI: I was being ironic. What’s the story?

JACK: It’s the story of women – once and for all not being victims. It’s about them
taking back power. It’s about a five year old girl disappeared in Wales. A
teenager shot in the head in Pakistan. A trainee nurse raped on the
subcontinent. A girl murdered by her parents for “showing them up”. Women
beaten. Doctors who give ‘em the right to choose shot dead...

ABI: (CUTS IN) I watch the news too.

JACK: So my – MY – play is called – “Cut their balls off”.

ABI: “Knackers” it says here.

JACK: Knackers, balls, nads, nuts, testicles, taters, plums, spuds, goolies, gonads – cut
them off.

ABI: That’s a tad fascist.

JACK: (CONTS) Not by some bureaucratic government or religious blame-dispersers
but by women. Once one or two do it, it would go viral. World wide. And every
cruel bastard wouldn’t sleep – for fear their “nearest and dearest” would cut off
their tackle. I’ve always believed power in the world is owned by one class and
wealth provided by another – the majority.

ABI: Pretty obvious that – you taught me...

JACK: (PLEASED) Did I?

ABI: ...but it’s just not about money – it’s ego – control – getting inside the heads of
kids before they’ve even learnt to think.

JACK: And most of those who possess that power are men.

ABI: I taught you that.

JACK: (IGNORES THIS) So if women took control – in the most intimate situations –
after men had cum and gone and lay snoring...

ABI: ...and farting.

JACK: You have been known to.
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ABI: Go on.

JACK: Even those women who stand and wail or silently cry while their sons –
daughters even - are killed – after they flag-waved them off.

ABI: Are killed by men.

JACK: If those women remove their men’s testicles – whilst they slept.

ABI: This is your great idea.

JACK: (CONTS) It wouldn’t need to happen too many times...

ABI: How liberal.

JACK: (CONTS) ...but – through the wonders of the internet, it would seep into every
man’s conscience – that’s what happens. And hundreds, thousands of years of
male oppression would cease – as every bully, preacher of hate, rapist, abuser,
misuser would wake up in a cold sweat, hoping their equipment was intact.
What d’you think?

ABI CONSIDERS.

JACK: And it’s got the snappy title.

ABI: “Cut their Knackers Off”...

JACK: I knew you’d like it. It’s a full-on feminist play – not just some middle class harpie
moaning about the glass ceiling.

ABI: Is that what you think I am?

JACK: No. Course not. It’s not about you. It’s about liberation.

ABI: I think you have got something...

JACK: I knew you would.

ABI: But...

JACK: What d’you mean – fucking “but”? I know what it is – it sticks in your craw
because a man writes a play about women’s liberation. Well fuck you – I write
about PEOPLE. Human beings – sex, race, orientation – it’s bigger than that.
This is a BIG idea.
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ABI: That’s the problem isn’t it?

JACK: What fucking problem? Ok – I’m sorry about the “glass ceiling harpie” thing.

ABI: It’s not that – isn’t it too big an idea – for a short play, with few characters and
even less of a set – that you’ve got 12 hours to write.

JACK: I might have known you’d diss it.

ABI: It’s a fantastic idea.

JACK: Yeah...

ABI: But it would take you months – maybe a year to research it – write it. It could be
a Hollywood film.

JACK: Are you bullshitting me?

ABI: (CONTS) If the one act play takes off – it’s the kind of thing that can happen –
cred reviews, even if it is a studio piece but it’s at a national theatre – lots of
producers and directors – tele, theatre, even film. Get the one act play out there
– meet them in the bar – “Have you got anything else, mate?” they ask. “Funny
you should say that,” you say – “I’ve got a really big idea...”

JACK: You really think that...

HE WANDERS & PONDERS.

ABI: It’s how stuff works – you know that better than me.

JACK: And it is about something that matters.

ABI: Not just liberating women – liberating men from the straight jacket of their
conditioning. How do they really sleep at night – and they definitely wouldn’t if
they thought they might wake without their gonads.

THEY BOTH LAUGH, BUT JACK STOPS.

ABI: What’s up?

JACK: What’s up!

ABI: It’s a plan – a project.
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JACK: (SHOUTS) I don’t have a fucking idea for the short play. That’s what’s fucking
up. I’m fucked. Fucking useless.

ABI: Don’t be...

THE PHONE RINGS.
JACK NOT ANXIOUS TO PICK IT UP BUT ABI REFLEXIVELY GOES TO.

JACK: Leave it.

ABI: Why?

JACK: Just leave it.

ABI CHECKS CALLER.

ABI: It’s Nick.

JACK: Fuck. Don’t...

BUT SHE’S PICKED IT UP.

ABI: (TO PHONE) Hi Nick... It’s Abigail, Jack’s... That’s right, we met at the... I’ll get
him.

JACK FRANTICALLY SIGNALS “NO”.

ABI: (MOUTHES) Why?

JACK: (MOUTHES) Fucking no!
BEAT.

ABI: (TO PHONE) He’s not about.,. researching something... Yeah, for the play. Oh
yes, he’s got his nose to the grindstone... Sure – you’ll get it first thing as
promised... Yep – catch you later.

SHE ENDS CALL.

JACK: You silly fucking cow.

ABI: Is that Mr World Wide Women’s Liberation talking?

JACK: For fuck’s sake.

ABI: What was I supposed to tell him?
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JACK: You didn’t have to tell him he’d have it first thing.

ABI: You’ve re-written a whole hour tele special overnight when that actor fell off the
wagon.

JACK: Any twat can do that.

ABI: What should I have told him – he can have it in 12 months when you’ve finished
the greatest story ever told?

JACK: Oh fuck off.

HE TAKES THE BOTTLE OF WINE & GOES TO LEAVE.

ABI: Where are you going?

JACK: To finish this – then to the boozer.

ABI: What – to observe “real life”.

JACK: (LEAVING WITH BOTTLE) Just fuck off.

HE’S GONE.

ABI: Arsehole...

NARKED & FRUSTRATED SHE PACES ROUND.

ABI: Fucking arsehole...

SHE CIRCLES AND EVENTUALLY CONSIDERS THE LAPTOP ON THE
DESK.

ABI: Fucking arsehole.

SUDDENLY DETERMINED SHE SITS – SWEEPS THE PAPERS OFF THE
DESK, THINKS FOR A MOMENT THEN TYPES – SAYING WHAT SHE TYPES
AS SHE DOES SO.
“Jack Shit. A play in one act...” No fuck him. “A one act play by Jack Shone.”
(THINKS) “Characters” (TYPES) “Jack – a miserable self-obsessed has been...
Abigail” (THINKS) Can’t call myself that. (TYPES) “Fenella – his younger
attractive wife – slightly frustrated wife who has sacrificed her career to support
his... artistic temperament”. (THINKS) Arsehole. (TYPES) “Setting. A writer’s
room in a rather worn Edwardian villa.” (THINKS) “Jack farts, scratches his arse,
and looks out of the window – checks his watch to consider if he could decently
have a drink...”
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THEN SHE’S TYPING LIKE FURY.

LX CHANGE.

SC 3

EARLY NEXT MORNING.
THE LAP TOP STILL GLOWS BUT THE ROOM IS DESERTED.
JACK COMES IN – BADLY HUNG OVER. HE LOOKS AT THE LAPTOP.

JACK: (DESPAIRS) Shit a brick...

ABI COMES IN. TIRED BUT SOMEHOW ALIVE.

JACK: You look rough.

ABI: Look who’s talking.

JACK: Sorry... sorry about yesterday.

ABI: I’m used to it.

JACK SITS AT LAPTOP.

ABI: What you doing?

JACK: I better put Nick out of his misery – well, me really – I can’t deliver it – I can’t
even start it... I can’t fucking hack it anymore.

ABI PRESSES SOME KEYS.

JACK: I can still work this fucking thing.

ABI: There’s a surprise.

HE SEES WHAT SHE’S BROUGHT UP ON SCREEN.

JACK: What the fuck’s this? “Jack Shit”.

ABI: A one act play by Jack Shone.

JACK: I can fucking read.
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SHE FORWARDS IT ‘TIL SHE GETS TO THE END.

JACK: What you doing?

ABI: Page 38 – about right for a one act play.

JACK: (READS) “The End”.

ABI: You always think “Curtain” sounds wanky.
It’s a one act play – about real life – with real characters. It’s the one you

should, could have written.

JACK: I fucking didn’t did I? You’ve gone to all this trouble to take the piss.

ABI: Your name’s on it.

SHE PRESSES ANOTHER KEY.

JACK: What’s... (READS SCREEN) “Subject: Jack Shit. Hi Nick. Here’s my little
offering, ironically called “Jack Shit”. See what you think. Cheers mate. Jack.
PS. You know I hate nepotism – and I’ve never done this before – but I think my
wife Abi would make a great Fenella.” (TO ABI) Who the fuck’s Fenella?

ABI: The woman in the play – you should read it.

JACK: Life’s too short. You’re fucking mental. You can wipe this shite before it gets sent
by accident.

ABI: Too late... it’s gone.

JACK JUST LOOKS.

ABI: At half six this morning.

JACK: Thanks for fucking up my career. Fucking mental.

BUT SHE’S PRESSING ANOTHER KEY.

ABI: He’s read it and replied.

JACK: Get lost. How long does it take to read a play?

ABI: Less than it takes to write it – 20 minutes. He read it.

JACK: Oh Jesus.
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ABI: Read his reply.

JACK: Fuck off.

ABI: (GRABS HIS HAIR & POINTS HIS HEAD TO SCREEN)  Read it, you self-
indulgent arsehole.

BEAT.

JACK: (READS SCREEN) “Just had a skim read. Love it, mate. If you’re confident
about Abi doing it that works well for me. Speak soon. Cheers. Nick.”
(BEAT) Shit a brick.

ABI DOES A SILENT CLENCHED FIST “YESSS!” BEHIND HIS BACK.

END

Performance rights must be secured before production. For contact information,
please see the Jacked Off information page (click on your browser’s Back button, or
visit http://proplay.ws/jackedoff.html)


